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ABSTRACT 
We give necessary and sufficient conditions on a sequence S of points in the unit ball B of @I to be 
N x (El) interpolating. 
These conditions generalize conditions of Carleson and Newman in the case of the unit disc in @ 
and are obtained via residue currents. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be the unit ball of @” and let S := {u;, i E N} be a sequence of points in B. 
We shall say that S is H”(B) interpolating if: 
V’x = {X;, i E N} E lx(N), 3f‘ E HX(E3)s. r.Vi E N.f(aj) = A,: 
we shall say that S is np< +,Hp([EB) interpolating if: 
VJX = {Xi, i E N} E P(N),3f E np<+xHP(B)3. t V’i E N.J’(u,) = Ai. 
First, let us recall definitions and results proved in [4] which we shall use in the 
sequel. 
Definition 1.1. Let a E B and @(, be an automorphism of the ball exchanging m 
and 0; we shall say that B is equivalent to @(, near u if B = M,, @(, with the 
matrix M,, invertible near a; precisely, if there is a 6 > 0 and C, > 0 such that 
M,, is invertible in I@,1 < 6 and, with A,, := MN’, IA,,1 < C, in { IQ01 < h}. 
Remark 1.2. As soon as B(n) = 0, we know using Ahern and Schneider theo- 
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rem [ll] that there is a H”(B) matrix A4, such that B = M, . Qn; the condition 
here is that A4, must be invertible in a neighborhood of a of fixed size. 
Definition 1.3. Let S := {a;, i E N} be a sequence of points in B and let B be a 
C” valued bounded holomorphic function in B. We say that B is interpolating 
for S if B is equivalent to Qi near a; uniformly with respect to ai, i.e. the con- 
stants 6, CS are independent of ai. 
Theorem 1.4. Let B be the unit ball of C”. If the sequence S := {ai E B, i E N} is 
interpolating for H “(III) then there is an interpolating function Bfor S. 
Theorem 1.5. Let B be the unit ball of c2. If there is an interpolating function B 
for the sequence S, then the sequence S is np < += HP(B) interpolating. 
We already know that in order to be HX (IEI) interpolating, the sequence S must 
have an interpolating vector valued function B associated with it, but following 
a remark by P. Thomas we can give an a-priori weaker condition on a function 
B to be interpolating for S. 
Definition 1.6. Let S := {ai, i E N} be a sequence of points in El and let B be a 
C” valued bounded holomorphic function in B. We say that B is weakly inter- 
polating for S if B is zero on S and verifies: 
36 < Os.t.Vi, )detB’(a;)l > 61det@((ai)/, 
where B’ is the matrix derivative of B. 
Clearly if B is interpolating for S, it is weakly interpolating for S. We shall see 
that B interpolating is equivalent o B weakly interpolating in the next section. 
We shall denote by E the set of holomorphic function on the ball which van- 
ish on S and we shall show that there is an explicit kernel depending on the in- 
terpolating function B, KB(~, <), 77 E d[EB, <E B, and playing the same role here 
as the Poisson kernel in the one variable case, such that: 
Theorem 1.7. Let B be the unit ball of c2. Then the sequence S := {Ui, i E N} is 
HO”(B) interpolating if and only if 
(i) there exists an interpolating function Bfor S 
(ii) forallcpinC”“(B)nEl 
C (’ - lai12)“‘21~(ai)l 5 CllVll~I(~~) 
i 
Here f I g means &u fgda = 0. 
The proof of this theorem is obtained using residue currents and the func- 
tional calculus of M. Passare [lo]. 
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2. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN INTERPOLATING AND WEAKLY INTERPOLATING 
SEQUENCES 
If B is weakly interpolating for S, then we have that B is zero on S, hence there 
is, for any i E N, a matrix Mi with entries in H”@) s.t. B = M; @;. 
In fact there is no unicity of the matrix Mi and we can add to it any matrix in 
the module of relations of Qi: 
B = (M, + r;) Sp;, with ri @, = 0; 
but near ai. the components of Qi provide a local system of coordinates, hence a 
regular sysem and hence the relations of Qi are generated by the trivial ones; in 
particular, the matrix T; is zero on N;. 
This implies that, even if Mj is not unique, its value at (li is unique. 
Now we are in position to prove the following suggestion of P. Thomas. 
which is true in C”. n > 2. 
Proposition 2.1. [f B is weakly interpolating for S, then B is interpolating,for S. 
Proof. We have, using the Ahern-Schneider theorem [l 11, that: 
V’i E fV. 34, s.t. B = M; @; 
with M; a matrix holomorphic and bounded in 5. 
We can compute: 
B’ = MI @i + A4, @I, hence at ui: 
B’(a,) = M;(a;) @((a;). 
By hypothesis we have 1 det B’(a;) 1 > 61 det @,!(a,) 1, hence: 
)detB’(a;)J = /detM;(a;)JJdet@l(a;)J 2 SJdet@,!(~;)l. 
which implies: 
ldet Mj(aj)l > 6. 
Now, because lli(:) := det M;(Z) is a bounded holomorphic function in EL, we 
get: 
h;(z) ~ h;(cc,) = H;(z) . @;(--I, 
with IIH;llx L Cll~;ll~ and ]]M;]], < C,,llBll, by the Ahern-Schneider theo- 
rem [I 11. So 
6 
Pi(~)I < 2/,Hillx =+ Ih( 2 h/2: 
hence M; is invertible in a fixed hyperbolic neighborhood of a; and the propo- 
sition follows. 0 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
As in the introduction, let us denote by E the set of holomorphic function on 
the ball which vanish on S. First we establish the 
Lemma 3.1. Assume thutjbrany sequence X = {X,, i E N} in I”(N). there uists 
afunction Fx in H’(B) such that Fx(ai) = Xi. Then thesequence S = {ai, i E N} is 
H”(B) interpolating ifand only if 
Proof. Let f be an interpolating function between S and X, f(ai) = Xi and 
]]fl], 5 CllXl],. Fx -f is in E so for all cp in C”(B) f~ E’ 
s (FA -f)cpdo = 0 + 5 Ilfll,ll~II1 I Cll~li, 11%. ae 
Assuming that we have the above inequality, it means that the linear form 
Z(p) = Jan cpFxda is bounded on C”(B) n El which is a subset of L’(dlE!). 
Hence by Hahn-Banach, it extends to the whole of L’ (Xl) and there is a func- 
tion f in L”(dD) such that 
l(V) = 
s 
Fxcpdo = 
J’ 
f’pdo 
ae as 
which means that f - FA is in the closure of E in L’(dlE!). Let (h,), be a se- 
quence in E such that h, + f - FA in L’ (ae). Then we can compute the value of 
the holomorphic extension in B off at a point a E S using for instance the 
Poisson kernel 
Pdrllf(rl) = &!! s BIB P,(Q)(FA + h,)(q) = Fx(a) + j@mhn(a) = F&4. 
Hencefis a solution. El 
We shall need the following result, which generalizes to any codimension a very 
useful lemma of [l] and is proved in general context in the last section. 
Theorem 3.2. Let B = (Bl,Bz) E (H”(D))2 verify the hypothesis of Subsection 
4.2, with B the unit ball of C2, let f be a holomorphic function on the set 
X := {z E B I B(z) = O};put 
in the sense of Passare and let w be a (0,l) current such that aw = ~3. Then the 
forms wi := Biw, i = 1,2 are closed and if Ri are distributions such that 8Ri = 
wi, i = 1,2; then the distribution F := BI R2 - BzR1 is in fact a holomorphic ex- 
tension off in the ball B. 
The next proposition, which is proved in [4], will also be used: 
Proposition 3.3. If there is an interpolating function B for the sequence S, then S 
is umformly separated and is a Carleson sequence. 
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Let us recall that a Carleson sequence in B, the unit ball of C’, is a sequence 
S := {ai E B, i E RJ} such that the associated measure 
Pus := ;g, &I!(1 - lai12)2 
is a Carleson measure in B; and the sequence is uniformly separated if the sets 
{I@;] < S} are disjoint, where @; is a conformal map exchanging a, and 0. 
Remark 3.4. The previous statements generalize easily to (C’,n > 2 but as we 
shall need solutions of the d-equation with estimates in the following, we must 
restrict ourselves to C2. 
Let x be the usual cut-off function, x is a C” function with compact support 
in [O. l],O 5 x 5 1. x = 1 on [0,1/2]. 
Lemma 3.5. Zf B = (B, , B 2 is an interpolating ,function for the sequence S, !‘f ) 
X = {Xi. i E N} E e-(N), let us denote by 
Then the coeficient of the (0,2) jbrm ~~ Jl - ]<I’ is a Carleson measure in El. 
Proof. ,f is well defined because the points of S are separated and are also se- 
parated from the other zeroes of B. 
Near a;, B = M;. CD; and a& A 8& = dett’ A4;. a$ A a$ by the Transfor- 
mation Law for multiple residues [7]br by a direct computation in this simple 
case. We remark that d& A d&verifies the hypothesis of subsection 4.2 because 
( BI , B2) is locally equivalent to (@i] . @f ) which is a regular sequence. 
As we have 
= (1 - la;l’)“‘b,,,(z) and V’i ]det- ‘M;(u;)] 5 C, 
]wsl is bounded by CC, ]X;](l - la;l’)“‘h,,i(z) and 
IJ~J/=~ 57 IXil(l - ld)‘~~,,(=). 
Hence the lemma because we already know that the sequence S is Carle- 
son. 0 
In order to solve the a-equation for (0,2) forms in C’, with estimates, we shall 
use the lifted Skoda kernel: 
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with < = ((1, (~2) E B, z = (~1, ZZ) E B. Here 
D(~,~3,z,z3)=(1-~.z-~3.z3)3(1-~+-_3.~3)2, 
~(0 = P(WCI A 42, PC&G) = WI* + K312) A aK12 + 1<312) and 
Nl = (’ - ICI* - li;12)*~1~(<)d~2 A P(<, (3) 
N2 = -(I - I(‘[* - I~3i2)*~2~(<)& A P(<> c;) 
Ml = -(’ - ICI* - 1c331*) (z2c3 - ~3~2)53/1(5)d~l A /3(c, (3) 
M2 = (1 - ICI* - 1<33/*) (TIC3 - 23cl)<3d<)dF2 A /3(<, c3). 
For solving the (0,l) forms in @* we shall use directly the explicit Skoda kernel 
1131, Kl(%Z), 7 E a& z E El; it gives the boundary values of a solution to 
au = w. 
Lemma 3.6. With the same notations andhypothesis as in Lemma 3.5, there exists 
afunction F E npi+&IP(E3) such that: 
F(a;) = A;, 
F(Q) = Ci kC(ai)KB(q, a,), 
withfor all (7, E) E dB x B, KE(~, E) := Se j(v) . KI (7, z) A B(z)Kz(z, I). 
Proof. Still using results of [4], we can solve linearly with kernel K~(z, <),a~ = 
w3 and w is a (0,l) form in the Carleson class; 
w(z) = 
J 
K2(z, +3(C) = C WYai)K2(z,ai) 
B i 
with IC(ai)l r~ (1 - Iail ) * 3’2 because det -‘Mj is bounded from below and from ,
above. Using kernel KI, we can solve 8Ri = Biw, i = 1,2 directly on dEI by 
R(V) := (RI, R2) = 
.I 
KI (7, z) A B(z)w(z), rl E a& 
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composing the two we get 
R(n) := f: AC(ai) In KI (7, z) A B(z)K2(z, a;). 
Because w is in the Carleson class we know that the vector valued R has its 
components in BMO(8lB), [6], hence: 
F := l?. R = BlR2 - B2R1 E n HP(B) 
p<+X 
and F(ai) = Xi. 0 
Now we can prove the main result, namely Theorem 1.7. 
Necessary conditions: 
(i) is a consequence of Theorem 1.4 and thus we may use Lemma 3.6 whose 
hypotheses are valid. There is a F(q) = Ci XiC(a;)KB(v, a;), F(ai) = Xi hence if 
cp E C”(n) n El, we have 
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just exchanging the sum and the integral and using the definition of $. Now 
using the necessary part of Lemma 3.1 we get: 
I c; kc(ai)cp(ai)I 5 w4, Il%c 
With Xi := Ic(ai)cp(ai)l. we have that I/XI/, = 1 and 
c, (1 - 142)3'21cp(Q,)l SC Ia~;)llcp(~,)l = I c, A-C(~i)d~i)l3 
hence (ii). i 
Sufficient conditions: 
with (i) we know the existence of F in H’ (lE!), exactly in the same way as above, 
and adding (ii) allows us to apply the sufficient part of Lemma 3.1 to conclude 
the proof of Theorem 1.7. 0 
Remark 3.7. As soon as S is H” (lE!) interpolating, (i) and (ii) are satisfied for all 
interpolating functions B. 
Remark 3.8. If 9 is in El, pl? is orthogonal to (H(B))‘, hence it can be written 
zIgI (~1. ~2) + ;2g?(-_i. ~2) + -‘ig3(=i, ~2) + -_zg4(?]. -_I), where the g; are holo- 
morphic mappings. So one can define, as it was done in [5], 
R($DB) = { (g2(--I > Z2 )+g4(:,,=2))cl,, --(g,(=,,12)+g~(=,.-2))d-2}AL/~, ~dq? 
which is a vector of (2,1) form, 8 closed and 
J’ 
;p& Rda= 
J’ 
R(q@ R. 
iI5 a5 
Hence, also with Hahn-Banach, a sufficient condition is (i) and (ii) 
for all vectors of (2, 1) form, 6 closed, ti, where ti,# = -2~2 - TICS, if 1:’ = 
(Vj,dz, + &d?z) A d;, A dz2. 
4. EXTENSION OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AND RESIDUE CURRENTS 
This section contains results of [3] which generalize the very useful extension 
result of [ 11: 
Let f2 be a domain in C” and X = {z E Q/u = 0} an analytic space in f2, II 
being a holomorphicfinction in R. Letf’be a holomorphicfinction on X, then [f’G 
is a distribution in R such that: dG =,fa[i], then the distribution uG is in,fhct u 
holomorphic,function in R extending the given,fimctiorz,j: 
This is usually used together with estimates on the distribution G, to get es- 
timates on the extension uG. 
Here we shall study the higher codimensional case. These results where pre- 
published in [3] but never published because up to now there was not a real 
necessity to use them. 
Let 6’ be a domain in c” and X = {z E R/u1 = . . . = Uk = 0) an analytic 
space in 0, ui ,u2, . . . , Uk being holomorphic functions in R. Let f a holo- 
morphic function on X, in the following sense: 
Definition 4.1. Let X be an analytic set in an open set 6) c @“; we say that fis 
holomorphic on Xif there is a C” extension Foffin R such that 6F is flat on X. 
Then we search for a holomorphic extension offin 0. 
In the first subsection we prove that this notion of holomorphy is in fact the 
same as the usual one, i.e. f holomorphic in a neighborhood of X, a not very 
surprising result, by proving directly the Cartan’s theorem B in that case. But 
this gives no easy estimates, so we have to go farther. 
In [l] one of us showed the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that R is a bounded omain in C”, u is a holomorphic func- 
tion in L?, andf a holomorphic function on X = {u = O}; then if the distribution 
G E D’(Q) satisjies: 8G = fa[A], the function F := u.G is a holomorphic exten- 
sion off to the whole of R 
Here [l/u] is any distribution satisfying u . [l/u] E 1 in 0, whose existence for 
holomorphic function u is proved in [ 121. 
In fact we get precisely that not only u.G is a holomorphic function in R 
extending the given f, but 
tlx E X, (uG), -fx E (uQ)x 
where a, is the germ at x of the function a, and 0 is the set of germs of holo- 
morphic functions. 
The generalisation of this principle to the higher codimensional case has had 
to wait until M. Passare’s work on currents of the following form [lo]: 
[ 
--ii-*...*n’ 1 -1 
Ul U? us 1 
and his ‘simple’ functional calculus over these currents (his calculus is simple at 
least in the complete intersection case). 
Under hypotheses on ui, 2~2, . . . , Uk which warranty the regularity of Passare’s 
functional calculus, and the solvability of the &equations (0 pseudoconvex, 
for instance), we describe a very simple and completely explicit algorithm 
leading to the holomorphic extension F of a holomorphic f on X = 
{u, = . = uk = o}. 
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4.1. Holomorphic extension 
Let R be a pseudoconvex domain in (IZ’, and X defined by: 
x = {U, = U2 = . . . = UK = 0} with each ui holomorphic in R. 
Letfbe a holomorphic function on X and Fits C” extension in 0, with SF 
flat on X. 
We have to introduce the Koszul complex in a similar way as in [9]. 
If r and s are positive integers, we denote by C,.Y the set of all currents I? of type 
(0, r) defined in 0 with values in the exterior algebra .4’(ck); in other words, 
for any multi-index I = (it,. , ir) of length 111 = s, with i/ E { 1,. ~ k}, h has a 
component ht which is a (0, Y) current and which is alternating in I. 
We denote by {el := e;, A . A e,>}, with I = {il. . i,}, the elements of the 
canonical basis of P(c”); so we get: 
h E Cf + h = Ci,iz,s h,eI 
and we have A”((lZ/o E c; Ak(c”) E c. 
The d-operator defines an application of ci into @;‘_ ,, working component- 
wise. 
Now, following Hiirmander, we define the operator P,, this way: 
‘dh E C;+’ : (P,(h)1 I= Cf= l h,i u;; 111 = S. 
So we have P, : C,!+' + C',! and P,,C,! = 0. Then, clearly, P,f = 0 and P,, com- 
mutes with 8, because the U;‘S are holomorphic. This way we get a double 
complex. 
We have to introduce the space: 
N,.’ := {A E C,?s.t. h, E C”(R),/ZI flat on X} 
and the operator rt,: 
TU: N;‘-N,:‘+’ 
where Iu/’ := C Iu,/‘; 
defined by (~Jz~),, := zi,h,/lul’ 
(r h ) ,, 1 I, is in P(Q) when hl E C”(Q), h, flat on X be- 
cause of the Lojaciewicz inequality which allows us to divide 11, by IL,/’ where u 
is analytic. 
We have the relations 
P,,P,, = 0; dP, = P,8; 8 : N;’ + N,:‘, , ; P,,r,, = id on N,.“. 
Now we are in position to copy exactly Homander’s proof [9]; using the fact 
that n being pseudoconvex we can solve the &equation, we end with the fact 
that there are C”(R) (0, 1) forms w( such that: 
8F = C Ui WI and &J,! = 0 in ,(2. 
Solving i>f; = w( in R, we get that: 
,f” := F - C u; .,f; 
is a holomorphic extension offin 62. Hence we proved: 
Theorem 4.3. Letf’he a holomorphic,function on the analytic set X in a hounded 
pseudoconvex domain R of @“; then there is u holomorphic estensionf” off to S2. 
4.2. Regularity hypothesis 
From now on, we make the following hypothesis concerning the holomorphic 
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functions ui, and their residue currents. They are true in particular in the com- 
plete intersection case [IO]. 
Vs<k,YZ=(il,. . . , is) and with the notation I’ := I \{i) we have: 
8-&~.../\8+ isdclosed 
I, 1 
(4.4) is alternating with respect to j, if Z f? .Z = 0. 
4.3. The algorithm 
Letfbe a holomorphic function on X := {ur = . = Uk = 0}, i.e., by the defi- 
nition given in the introduction, there is a function F, a C” extension offin Q, 
and such that 8F is flat on X, moreover let us suppose that the ui’s satisfy the 
hypothesis of 4.2. Then we get: 
Theorem 4.4. There is an eflective algorithm for making a holomorphic extension 
F’ in the whole of R of the functionf; i.e. we have F,X = f. 
The process is the following. 
Let: 
This is meaningful because F is C X near X. Using the hypothesis 4.1, we have 
that 8Gk = 0 but Q is pseudoconvex so we can solve the d-equation: _ 
3Rk-l E C/_,S.t. d&p, = Gk. 
Let Gk_ r = P&_ 1 E CL:,‘; we shall show that aGk_ 1 = 0 and we shall keep 
going on this way, defining a sequence Gt E Cl with solutions of the &equation; 
then this leads to the fact that F’ = l/k!Go will be the extension we are looking 
for. 
Proof. Using the Theorem 4.3, there is an extensionf’ off, holomorphic in R, 
such thatf -f’ E J,,, with J, the ideal generated by the u,‘s near X. So we have: 
Letting 
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GI, :=,f”. el A...Aek E Ci 
we want to show the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.5. We have. 
(1) OG, =O, 
(2) For my solution Rk _ 1 E CT,_!_ , IvitA BRk 1 = Gk, Ire kve that. 
GI, I := P,,Rx_ _ I E C,f:; verifies 8G, I = 0; 
(3) Defining Rt and G, by induction, vc’e get. 
G, = A, + P,,B, with 8B, = 0; 
(4) aG, = 0 and (A,), =f’ [S$]k(k - 1). . (k - t). 
Proof of the lemma: 1) by the hypothesis 4.1 we get that 8Gk = 0. 
Let us make the Induction Hypothesis: 
I.H. G,_, = a,, I C,I,=t+,,f’l.[3~]e,+P,,B,.~,withdB,+~ =O, 
with the notations of Section 4.2. 
Let us see what happens for t (decreasing induction). 
Let R, E Cl+’ be any alternating solution of 8R, = u, , iG, + 1 and let 
E, E Cl + ’ be any alternating solution of aE, = B,+ 1; 
this is meaningful because dB,+ 1 = 0 as soon as t > 0. 
We then get 8P,,E, = P,aE, = P,,B,+, because P,, and 8 commute; then we 
get for the frh component of R,: 
(4.5) 
Vi E I, (R,), = (-l)“a,+i. 1 
+ F; + (PuE;),. 
with (Fi) meaning that this expression is omitted and i3F; = 0, Vi E I; be- 
cause, taking the d in the two sides of the formula 4.5, the hypothesis 4.2 gives 
the result. 
Then we have, by definition G, := P,,R, E C,’ and by the definition of P,,, with 
J’thecomplementofJin{l.....k}; 
(G,)J = CjEJ, (&)A ui because (R,), is alternating in I. 
In I = Ji, we substitute for (R,), the formula 4.5, with the same i of course: 
(G,)J = al- I 
But the last term is 0 because PLf = 0 and 8(x, Fj, u;) = 0 because U; is holo- 
morphic and 8Fj, = 0 by the formula 4.5. 
We are left with the first term to which we apply the hypothesis 4.3: 
(G,)J = ut+l(k - tY'[2)$] + (PuBr)~. 
defining B, by (B,),,; = Fj;. IJ( = t then 8B, = 0. 
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This B, is alternating with respect to I because in the formula 4.5, R, is al- 
ternating and also 
(-l)‘lf’. ;.“+“(“U)A...A8; 
[ 
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is alternating by the hypothesis 4.4, together with P,E,, and so is Fi. 
Then we have: 
(G,)J = atf’. [a$] + (f’u&)./ 
and 3) of the lemma. 
Let us compute 8G,: 
d(G,)., = atf’a[a$] + (Pu 8Bt), = 0 
becausef’ being holomorphic commutes with 6 and we apply the hypothesis 
4.1 to the first term hence it is zero; for the second term, P, and 8 commute and 
B, is d-closed; so 4) of the lemma. 
End of the proof of the theorem: 
let us apply the lemma for t = 0, we get: 
Go = ky + PUB0 E C,o 
but Bo E Cd verifies 8Bo = 0, so we have: 
Bo=(B&i= l,...k) with B,j a d-closed distribution hence a holo- 
morphic function. Moreover we have: 
PUB0 = xi UiBi is a holomorphic function which is 0 on X because the 
q’s are 0 on A’, hence: 
l/k!Go -f’ E J, and F’ := h Go is the extension. 
Remark 4.6. In order to prove the theorem, we usedf’, the holomorphic ex- 
tension of subsection 4.1 and we also used the Bt, but all these functions dis- 
appear in the effective solution. Precisely, we solve d(R,_ ,)I = (G,), for the 
multi-indices written in increasing order and we anti symmetrize R,_ 1; then we 
define G,_ I = P,,R,_ 1. 
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